


From: Michael Eager
To: Architectural Review Board; Planning Commission; Council, City
Subject: Castilleja expansion plans
Date: Friday, December 3, 2021 9:42:47 AM

[Some people who received this message don't often get email from eager@eagercon.com. Learn why this is
important at http://aka ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification.]

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Commissioners, City Council:

I urge you to NOT approve expansion of Castilleja school.

Castilleja is in a R-1 residential neighborhood.  Expansion of the
school, if necessary, should be by relocating to a more suitable
appropriately zoned location either within Palo Alto or in neighboring
communities, or by opening a satellite campus.

Castilleja has exceeded their enrollment limit for decades.  Allowing
expansion would reward this unethical behavior.   Castilleja apologized
for exceeding the limit, but only after applying for a 30% increase in
enrollment.  This gives no assurance that they will comply with future
enrollment limits.

Castilleja places a burden on the City of Palo Alto and their neighbors
which is not balanced by benefit to either.  More than 75% of students
are not from Palo Alto.  The school pays no taxes.  Burdens include
increased traffic, especially in an area which is likely to be adversely
impacted by railway crossing closures.

Castilleja requests special treatment which is not supported by the
Comprehensive Plan or by existing zoning.  Variances should be granted
only when there is a compelling argument in its favor and the impacts of
the variance are minimal.  The argument provided by Castilleja, that
they want to grow enrollment, is weak and self-serving.  Clearly the
impact of the variance, adding an underground garage and increasing the
gross floor area, is not minimal.

There are many ways to support Castilleja's mission to support
education.  The expansion plan is the least desirable of the viable
alternatives.

Please deny Castilleja's expansion plans.

--
Michael Eager

















Since those initial meetings, Castilleja has shown good faith and a willingness to listen and 
compromise. For example, on-campus events were drastically cut to reduce impacts, deliveries 
& pickups have been reduced and limited (at a cost to the school ) to improve conditions in the 
neighborhood. And, the school has limited it’s hours of operation.

 

Castilleja’s TDM or Traffic Demand Management program has grown to become a “way of 
life” with daily trips reduced by up to 31%..by adding new bus routes, providing dedicated 
morning and afternoon shuttles to Caltrain and East Palo Alto, as well as requiring employees 
to commute by alternate means three days a week and park off-site on those days they do 
drive.

 

Castilleja advocates for internal carpools and ride-sharing while encouraging cycling and 
walking for all community members who can do so.

 

That willingness to listen and compromise is reflected in the evolving campus design. The 
architects have reduced the massing of the buildings along Kellogg and Bryant, while the 
underground parking and the pool area have been reconfigured to further protect trees. As you 
know, the school is now offering several different options for the garage and two choices for 
the location of deliveries in response to guidance from the City Council.

 

A 10 year process..and all the while, time keeps passing.

 

And all the while, Castilleja cannot offer admission to students who are seeking this education. 
Every year spent in process, negotiation, and compromise has resulted in scores of young 
women being shut out from joining the Castilleja community.

 

Time is passing.

 

The school is making compromises..many of them. And it begins to feel like it will never be 
enough, like there will always be a new issue to delay this process. This project has been 
receiving unprecedented scrutiny for over 10 long years. 



 

Meanwhile, while we are spend so much time talking about setbacks and trees and traffic 
patterns, we are forgetting the human impact. 

 

Castilleja is a school that is different from other schools. It’s not the right place for everyone, 
and luckily Palo Alto has other outstanding choices for students who are seeking a larger coed 
environment. But for girls in Palo Alto who are looking for something else, Castilleja is right 
in our midst, walking and biking distance away, waiting for them. 

And waiting. 

 

Meanwhile, I know there are residents who take issue with the fact that some students come 
from outside Palo Alto; they want Castilleja to cater only to our direct community, not to the 
surrounding towns. I feel compelled to point out that this line of thinking sounds a lot like 
people want to build a wall around Palo Alto to keep the “outsiders” out and hoard our 
resources only for ourselves. 

 

In truth, some of the students who come from surrounding towns live in areas where the 
schools are not as strong, where they don’t have local options like Paly and Gunn and this 
chance to attend Castilleja is an opening to opportunities they can’t access any other way.

 

Whether we like to admit it or not, independent schools—like Castilleja with 22% of its 
students receiving tuition assistance—are one of the most powerful ways to gain equal access 
to educational opportunity. Especially in the Bay Area where real estate values make living in 
well-resourced school districts impossible for many families. 

 

Time is passing.

 

I realize that many Palo Altans are concerned about growth. But let me remind you this project 
is not an expansion. The proposed building has a smaller footprint, and car trips are capped. 
The school has responded to neighbors, community members, city staff, and city leaders with 



modifications that improve everything from drop-off patterns..from facade materials… to 
rooflines. 

 

Tonight you will weigh in about enrollment, the garage, and events. Let’s run through what 
has already been done over the past ten years on these topics:

·       Events have already been brought to within the limits you set. Quite frankly, a 
further reduction in the number of events would weaken the communal fabric of 
the school.

·       The garage has been reduced to preserve trees and improve conditions in the 
neighborhood. The school has offered several different compromises there.

 

So let’s return to enrollment—the actual students who want to learn at Castilleja. The school 
will make sure they do so without adding trips. I know that critics have cast doubt on this 
promise, but their doubts are unfounded. Castilleja is already keeping this promise, with better 
transportation demand management than anyone in the Bay Area. 

 

Castilleja will do what it takes to keep car trips level because Castilleja wants to educate more 
girls. This isn’t a big high tech company, factory or a corporate office park. It’s a small school 
that seeks to build a 21st century learning space and gradually add more students..without 
adding traffic. 

 

If we step back for a moment, one could argue that years spent on debate have begun to make 
the proposal seem much bigger than it really is. 

 

Remember…small school, smaller footprint, and a gradual and modest increase in 
enrollment..with no new traffic.

 

Let’s seize the opportunity to switch the onerous “Palo Alto Process” to one of Palo Alto 
“Progress”.

 



The conditions of approval can be met. Let’s continue to respect the ideals of Palo Alto..great 
schools, commitment to the greater good, opportunity, and community.

 

It would seem to me that this proposal “checks all the boxes.”

 

Thank you. 







Julia Ishiyama’s December 2 statement to Palo Alto Architectural Review Board 

 

Good morning board members and staff. Thank you for your hard work and your time today. 

 

I’m speaking to you today as a child raised in Palo Alto and as an adult invested in its future. I 

was born here and attended Castilleja for seven years, walking from my family’s house on 

Lowell Ave. I’ve recently moved back from Colorado to this place that I’ve always known was 

home. Since returning, I can see how much has changed—and what has stayed the same. 

  

Palo Alto has grown and evolved. 

  

Neighborhood mainstays like Paly High and the Junior Museum and Zoo have undergone major 

renovations to better serve the community. Castilleja deserves the same chance to 

modernize.  I have followed the project since its inception, and I’ve seen how the school’s plans 

have evolved in response to City and neighborhood input. From design to tree preservation to 

square footage, their project is ready for approval. 

  

While much has changed in Palo Alto, much remains the same. 

  

The Bay Area is booming, but in my personal experience, the residential blocks of Old Palo Alto 

are as quiet as ever—thanks in part to Castilleja’s rigorous Transportation Demand 

Management efforts to reduce car trips in the neighborhood. I urge you to approve the 

proposed garage that maximizes the number of underground parking spots, which will go even 

farther to preserve neighborhood tranquility. I recognize that the City Council has suggested 52 

spaces be allowed underground, and I hope you will support at least that many, but I’d ask this 

board to additionally consider the design that allows 69 spaces below grade. My understanding 

is that this would not increase the size of the garage or the number of total spaces. It would 

simply keep more cars off the street level, a win-win in line with the city’s Comprehensive Plan, 



which prefers underground parking to surface lots. 

 

Another constant: the tree-lined streets that I loved as a girl and now value as a local 

homeowner still have a beautiful canopy. I’m grateful that Castilleja has worked diligently to 

preserve and add trees to the neighborhood. In particular, I hope the Board will appreciate the 

school’s updated pool proposal, which includes plans to relocate a stairway and transformer to 

responsibly protect another tree. The new plans for deliveries also provide options that further 

reduce street-level impacts, whether delivers stay above grade but off the sidewalk or move 

below ground. 

 

I understand that you have already endorsed the school’s prior plans. Please do so again and 

allow Castilleja to move forward so it can continue to educate more girls in a modern, 

sustainable, and beautiful campus that I would be proud to have as part of my neighborhood.  

 



Julia Ishiyama’s December 8 statement to Palo Alto Planning and Transportation Commission 

 

Good evening commissioners and staff. 

  

I appreciate your review of Castilleja’s Conditional Use Permit and Transportation Demand 

Management plan. I live close to the school in Old Palo Alto, and I welcome a detailed analysis 

that will ensure residents the peaceful enjoyment of our neighborhood. 

  

I am also confident that the current plan to allow a gradual enrollment increase up to 540 

students stands up to scrutiny. I understand the concerns about traffic, but by making any 

enrollment increase conditional on “no net new trips” and imposing substantial fines, you have 

already created an incentive structure that guarantees compliance. And under its current 

leadership, Castilleja has been a good citizen and has kept its word on TDM. 

  

A small, vocal group of residents still objects. But it is clear based on the public record that they 

won’t be satisfied by any amount of additional mitigation or monitoring and are instead 

intractably opposed to anything other than de minimis enrollment increases. I understand that 

the City Council has asked you to identify procedures that would allow for a larger increase, and 

I ask that you approach this stage of the approval process by taking into account the five long 

years of hard work that you know even better than I do has included careful consideration of 

the right path forward. Please, hone your recommendation based on legitimate criticism, but 

don’t let a refusal to compromise take us backwards. 

  

Since I’ve been bold enough to suggest the motives of my neighbors, I’ll reveal mine: I am a 

Castilleja alum who wants to see both my school and my city succeed—goals that I know from 

experience go hand in hand. Castilleja’s unique educational environment is not available 

anywhere else in the area, and the option of a local, single-sex school has enabled thousands of 

Palo Alto’s young women to grow and thrive. The students educated at Castilleja are your 

friends, neighbors, babysitters, and dog walkers. Castilleja alums, teachers, and staff members 



shop alongside you at the California Avenue farmer’s market and jog next to you at the 

Moonlight Walk and Run. We are part of this community, and as a Palo Altan who has always 

valued giving back, from serving on Congresswoman Eshoo’s student advisory board as a high 

schooler to supporting local nonprofits as a working professional, I consider any good that I’m 

able to do here to be a return on Castilleja’s investment in me. 

  

I’m also proud that in the inclusive city where I was raised, Castilleja can offer a quality 

education to others throughout the region—particularly to young women from under-

resourced school districts. In the past, I’ve heard commenters and city officials discuss 

residency as a potential enrollment factor, and I urge this commission not to limit the 

opportunities available to families who cannot afford to live in Palo Alto and access our 

excellent schools. Doing so would cut against the values of diversity and equity that we as a 

community espouse. 

  

I want to be clear: I do not come by my support uncritically. I will always push my alma mater to 

do better as a member of this community. But I support the parking, design, and enrollment 

changes as currently proposed because this is a good plan on its merits—one that holds the 

school to good behavior and supports its ability to be a real force for good in Palo Alto. I urge 

you to support this plan as well. 

  

Thank you. 

 

 

 



From: Jeff Chang
To: Architectural Review Board
Subject: In support of Castilleja project
Date: Sunday, December 12, 2021 11:25:47 PM

[You don't often get email from jeff.chang mit@gmail.com. Learn why this is important at
http://aka ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification.]

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Dear Architectural Review Board,

As a twenty year resident of Palo Alto and parent of a Casti student, I am writing in support of the Castilleja project
before the Board.

Our daughter greatly benefits from her education at Casti, and its mission supporting Women Leadership.

I also feel that Castilleja has been working over many years in good faith with the city and the neighborhood to
design a project which best suits all stakeholders.

I hope that you can support the project.

Thank you,
Jeff Chang







already be in place. I was pleased to see that Castilleja put forth an even more detailed
set of procedures in response to the City Council’s latest comments, even though the
procedures were already comprehensive.
In my study of the plans, I see that successful TDM measures were well-developed and in
place, showing me the compromise and cooperation Castilleja has demonstrated
throughout this prolonged process. From what I read in the Weekly, the school has again
proposed additional policies, including new shuttles and bus routes, bike sharing,
guaranteed rides home in emergencies for employees who don’t drive, an internal Lyft
program, and a “kiss and ride” program with parents dropping children at an off-site
location to meet a shuttle. All of this comes in addition to the measures Castilleja has
already taken over the past 10 years to reduce traffic by over 30 percent.
The school has already run a successful TDM program and seems determined to continue
to succeed. So I want to reiterate the good news that the burden is on the school to show
continued success with TDM. Since Castilleja wants to enroll more girls, the “no new
trips” will need to be a priority. It’s not the neighbors’ or the City’s or even the PTC’s
burden. It’s on the school to earn the right to enroll more students. 

The Second Point on this relates to the complaints I have heard from a few vocal
opponents who point to the fact that the school over enrolled over a decade ago as
evidence that it cannot be trusted….those days are clearly over.
The school has been under a microscope at every moment. The length of this renovation
approval process, the depth of study invested in the EIR, the standards that have been
applied to this project are not ones I have seen applied to other projects.
In my opinion, Castilleja has accurately recognized that accountability is essential to
rebuilding trust and moving forward. Thus, accountability is built into the application. 
The next item in the city staff’s report that I want to address is the parking garage.
I really appreciate Commissioner Alchek’s comment that the debate about the size of the
garage is counter to the original request from the community asking for underground
parking.
The City Council recently directed Castilleja to limit the size to 52 spaces—It’s my
understanding that this is 50 percent of what was required for total parking for the
project.
At the ARB hearing last week, the board members supported Plan E because it complied
with the City Council's guidance, However, all five of the five board members admitted
that they ALSO supported Plan D with 69 spaces because it protected as many trees and
maximized underground spaces, which they admitted seemed wise. So the ARB board
members were unanimous in their support of 69 spaces below ground.  
I agree with them. I was at the City Council meeting when the number 52 was
introduced. This number seemed to have been pulled out of the air, or maybe just drawn
from the idea that 50% is somehow fair. But since the desire to reduce the garage was
driven by the effort to preserve trees and reduce construction scope, if the same benefits
to trees can be accomplished with 69 instead of just 52 spaces, why wouldn’t we put
more cars below ground?



This plan was deemed superior by the EIR, is supported by the City’s Comprehensive
Plan, and even the city’s ARB members were left tossing this question around at the end
of their long hearing. They didn’t seem to have a good answer as to why we are going
forward with 69 spaces.   
My final observation about the staff report is a very small and specific one that reveals a
much larger and more general concern that I want to present to you as you consider this
important proposal at this pivotal moment. On page 10, in a short aside, the report
admits that even though the large chart and the previous several paragraphs suggest a
shortfall of 30 spaces if the school enrolls 540 students, the chart and the parking
demand study DID NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT ANY TDM MEASURES. This analysis is
actually inaccurate and incomplete, but it is still presented as a problem that cannot be
solved.  I think that Amy French just referenced this quickly tonight but I want to
underline this inconsistency.
We are relying on arbitrary numbers to determine whether this project can succeed and
is in the best interest of Palo Alto?

·52 - The number of spaces City Council directed to be below
ground - Why are we wedded to 52 when 69 spaces can be accommodated while still
preserving trees in the exact same way?  Even the ARB was left questioning this. 

·30 - The shortfall of spaces if the school reaches 540. This number doesn’t take into
account any TDM, so it is irrelevant. Why would we begin a conversation this important
with such flawed data and unfounded assumptions? 

·50 % - The amount of parking capacity that can be allowed
below ground in the suggested text amendment. This amendment, which requires
that only 50% of parking can be below ground or theentire measurement of the project
will be redefined. Where did this guideline
come from? How was this threshold derived? 
 
I understand the need to compromise and believe, like you, that it’s well past time to find
a middle path that serves all parties. At this point, though, I’m troubled that even though
the ARB and, you, the PTC have acknowledged that this is a project that should be
approved, the staff report and the guidance from council do not heed that advice and
instead have raised some seemingly arbitrary numbers and incomplete data to stall
progress.
As a concerned neighbor, I ask you please to remember what you have already said
about this proposal—that it should be possible to approve this.  I would like to see this
project approved and underway so that we can all move forward.
Sincerely,
Lesley King
-- 
Lesley King
Back40Mercantile.com



"My work with the poor and the incarcerated has persuaded me that the opposite of poverty
is not wealth; the opposite of poverty is justice. " - Bryan Stevenson, Just Mercy

































From: Ashmeet Sidana
To: Planning Commission
Cc: Council, City; Architectural Review Board; Yuko Watanabe (yknabe@hotmail.com)
Subject: Castilleja Project approval
Date: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 9:50:14 AM

[Some people who received this message don't often get email from sidana@engineeringcapital.com. Learn why this
is important at http://aka ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification.]

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Dear PTC,

I want to make sure that you hear from enthusiastic supporters again as you consider the Castilleja project. I'm
surprised that this project has not yet been approved, and I want to do what I can to urge your 'yes' vote.

I would like to bring you back to the discussions you had in late 2020. At the time, there was a great deal of
discussion about the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and the Conditions of Approval. Here are some key
findings:

1.      The Final EIR, which you all endorsed, stated clearly that the Castilleja project had no negative impacts which
couldn't be mitigated.
2.      The school can have no new car trips; if they do, they will not be allowed to increase enrollment.
3.      The garage will bring no new car trips; it simply makes the neighborhood more beautiful by moving cars
below ground and preserving greenspace.
4.      The garage improves traffic patterns in the neighborhood. Drop off and pick up will be distributed around
campus, and the garage creates a distribution such that traffic will improve for everyone.

The project is even better than before. You approved this project before, and I urge you to approve it again. This
project has so much neighborhood support, and those voices sometimes get drowned out by a small number of vocal
opponents. Let's get to 'yes' -- and let's finally get this project moving so more girls-including those in Palo Alto-can
benefit from this extraordinary educational opportunity.

Gratefully,
Yuko Watanabe and Ashmeet Sidana





8 (A-1) shows that the total existing gross floor area is 138,345SF, which flows through to
the ARB Packet Pg. 19, so now you have the whole picture.  I attach Page A-1 below, to
save you time. 

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/planning-amp-development-
services/new-development-projects/1310-bryant-street/castilleja-school-building-survey-
and-gfa-111721.pdf  Pertinent numbers are on page A-1 (after pg 8).

2.   Secondly, please identify who made the measurements and calculations and when they
were made.  The report, as you've explained to me, was provided by Dudek, and then city
staff reviewed and studied and vetted it.  However, I only see Katherine Waugh's name on
it, and I'm sure you hired a professional surveyor (or Dudek did).  I did notice that the
summary page A-1 (after page 8) transposes the Rhoades building's numbers and the
Arillaga building's numbers.  

Thank you,
Andie

-- 
Andie Reed CPA
Palo Alto, CA  94301

 



City of Palo Alto 
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portion of the garage from the GFA calculation. This direction was further refined on 

March 29th when Council directed staff and the PTC to review an underground parking 

garage alternative that allows a maximum of 50% of the required on-site parking to be 

below grade without counting against the project GFA. More information on this 

amendment will be included in the PTC staff report scheduled for December 8, 2021. 

 
2. Re-Analyze Existing and Proposed Gross Floor Area. Leading up to the City Council’s 

March 8, 2021 public hearing, staff learned of a discrepancy in the size of one of the 

existing campus buildings; more GFA was attributed to an existing building than should 

have counted. Specifically, 7,000 square feet (SF) of exempt below grade floor area was 

incorrectly included in the total existing gross floor area count. However, the applicant 

had also undercounted existing gross floor area in another portion of the building 

reducing this discrepancy to 4,370 SF of gross floor area.8  

 
Due to the confusion regarding floor area, the City Council directed staff to prepare an 
independent (third party) analysis of the project site’s existing and proposed building 
areas, including basement space. Staff engaged a subconsultant to the City’s 
environmental consultant to prepare this analysis. The consultant report9 and findings 
are available online (link below). This analysis was prepared using a laser measurement 
tool and provides a greater level of precision than previously existed. Some assumptions 
were made regarding wall thickness, but in general, the results are the best possible 
calculation of existing floor area. This data was then evaluated to the existing code, 
which defines floor area that is included and excluded from GFA calculations, including 
volumetric spaces exceeding 17 feet and 26 feet in height. A 1993 code change for GFA 
required double and triple counting of this volumetric floor area, also known as second 
and third floor level equivalences, toward GFA. This was intended to recognize the 
impact of these spaces on overall building mass. It is clear these volumetric 
requirements were not considered in previous campus renovations and are not 
reflected in the applicant’s architectural plans. 
 
Existing Campus Gross Floor Area 
The applicant’s most recent project plans show an existing campus gross floor area 
(GFA) calculation of 109,297 square feet (SF), which is down from 116,297 SF previously 
presented to Council. This reduction accounts for corrected discrepancies and applicant-
initiated floor plan adjustments. These numbers were provided by the applicant. 
 

 
8 More information on this floor area discrepancy was provided in a March 8, 2021 memorandum to Council: 
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/at-places-memo/03-08-21-agenda-
item-7-at-places-memo.pdf  
9 City’s consultant report on existing gross floor area https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/planning-
amp-development-services/new-development-projects/1310-bryant-street/castilleja-school-building-survey-and-
gfa-111721.pdf  

2
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get NOTHING from Casti -- no special events, no visiting privileges?

They refuse to consider having their students take a shuttle bus from off-site
parking WHILE the city spends a fortune to tell US -- residents and taxypayers -- to
get out of OUR cars while the city promotes its "vision" of a 15-minute city where
WE can't go anywhere it would take US more than 15 minutes to walk, bike or take
public transit!

Why are the 75%+ of NON-resident, non-taxpaying students exempt from
making the sacrifices you expect US to make??

How much time and money has the city spent on this FARCE??  Each time
Casti's caught in lies by the residents and their consultants, nothing changes.

Please get real.  We're watching.  Any of you supporting Casti's expansion should
think twice about running for higher office should forget it.

Please do the right thing and stop this process. Deny Casti's proposal and force them
to return to their legal entrolcap.  AND better yet, charge them what it's cost Palo
Alto at a time when the city still hasn't restored full library hours while the city
pleads poverty.

Most sincerely,
Jo Ann Mandinach
Palo Alto, CA 94301



From: Lait, Jonathan
To: Andie Reed
Cc: Architectural Review Board; Planning Commission; Shikada, Ed; City Mgr; French, Amy
Subject: RE: Castilleja - Unanswered Issues re GFA
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 3:06:00 PM
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Hi Andie,
 
Thanks for your email and I apologize for the confusion surrounding this topic.
 
The Castilleja campus is currently, legally non-conforming for floor area. This means the school has
obtained the necessary approvals for the existing campus buildings but by today’s zoning code, it
exceeds the amount of gross floor permitted on the site. The campus today has 138,345 square feet
of gross floor area based on the zoning code definition, including volumetric calculations, and as
documented by a third party surveyor. This represents a floor area ratio (FAR) of .51:1.
 
If the site were vacant and proposed for non-residential redevelopment, the maximum gross floor
area that would be permitted without a variance or other legislative or discretionary approval, would
be 81,379 square feet of gross floor area. This allowance is determined using the formula in the
zoning code that allows R1 zoned properties to count the first 5,000 square feet of lot area at a .45
FAR. The balance of the site (263,765 SF) is calculated at .30 FAR.
 
Castilleja seeks to remove a portion of its existing, previously permitted gross floor area and replace
with a new building. The project being considered by the ARB, PTC and City Council has
approximately 128,687 square feet of gross floor area resulting in a FAR factor of .48:1. This
represents a reduction in overall gross floor area, but still exceeds the allowable gross floor area
under today’s code.
 
The City’s zoning code provides that non-conforming floor area, once removed, cannot be replaced.
Accordingly, the applicant is seeking a variance application, as permitted in the zoning code, to
remove and replace existing non-conforming gross floor area. Our staff report to the PTC will be
released next week and will include updated draft variance findings.
 
With regard to your other specific questions to Ed Shikada below, the pool equipment structure is
 50% or more open to the air and therefore is not included in gross floor area. Municipal code
section 18.04.065(C) defines gross floor area to mean total covered area and the City has applied a
50% threshold, consistent with other guidance in the municipal code for floor area inclusions and
exclusions.
 
You also questioned the difference between the square footages shown on plans for the basement
and the first floor of the academic building. This discrepancy exists because the square footage
provided for the basement is the total square footage, while the square footage provided for the
first floor is gross floor area, as defined in our code. The first floor includes several spaces, like





information to allow for an informed analysis regarding the Castilleja
project.  We appeal to you to rectify this.
 
The project states that the school proposes to retain or reduce current gross
floor area, which requires a variance.  Many buildings over the years have
been added to the site without their floor areas being properly counted,
and Castilleja's current Floor Area Ratio is significantly in excess of allowed
FAR.  Because of the many inconsistencies in the plans, we have requested
clarification over the past 5 years about this issue from the planning
department, and in 5 years, have never received a straightforward answer that
would lead to our understanding of why this project is being advanced.  In
two years of PTC and city council meetings, questions regarding what GFA is
being requested versus what is allowed on this site have been asked but not
answered accurately if at all.
 
In March 2021 the city council requested, and the planning
department solicited, an official third-party measurement of Castilleja's
existing above-grade (GFA) and below-grade square footages.  In Nov 2021,
the planning department published the Dudek GFA study.  The school is
proposing to demolish 5 buildings and build one large building.  Neighbors have
noted for 5 years that the proposed large building is unusually massive for the
site.  This new study shows our instincts were correct.  
 
Please answer the questions below.  We respectfully request a response within
the next week, as opposed to offering promises that this will be addressed at
some future time that never comes.
 
Questions:
 
1.   Analysis of the Dudek GFA study appears to show that the proposed
square footage being requested by Castilleja has increased to a FAR of
.479, since volumetrics would be included in any analysis of current GFA. 
Is that the case?  It appears that the allowed FAR for the site is .303.  Is
that the case?  Please translate that to how many square feet of gross
floor area is being requested over that allowed by code.  
  
2.   In our review of the most recent plans from May 17, 2021, pages
G.004 and G.005, it appears that additional Gross Floor Area
totaling 7,100SF is being proposed but not counted towards GFA (see att'd
GFA5-15-21plans). 
      a.   The pool equipment building at 4,300SF is underground but not
under a building nor a part of a building 
      b.   The lower level main building (LL1) is 2,800SF larger than the first
floor building (L1), therefore not fully under the building. 
      Would these two underground spaces be considered exempt from
GFA?  I discussed these pages of the plans with the planning director last
summer and have brought it up by email and written and oral
communications to the PTC, but have not received an explanation.  
 



3.   Although it doesn't add to GFA or FAR, it appears, by review of the
plans, that the underground square footage, not including the garage, is
proposed to increase from 41,000SF to 80,000SF.  Please confirm that the
school is proposing to increase its underground class space by 39,000SF.  

 

We appreciate that you will ensure straightforward, direct and correct answers
are provided, as our experience in this regard has been discouraging.
 

Thank you,
Andie Reed

PNQL
 

--
Andie Reed CPA
Palo Alto, CA  94301
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Thanks, Jonathan.  

I appreciate that you provided these numbers in this email per my request.  Can you please
ensure that current existing GFA and FAR, proposed GFA and FAR, and allowable GFA and
FAR are stated in the staff reports for the PTC, on the same page, so a comparison can be
made by the reader?   Thanks for confirming the additional underground square footage
that is proposed, which increases classroom square footage by 38,000SF over current
underground SF.  Please get this important point in the staff report as well.

There's a reason new developments are required to comply with current code; it's an
opportunity for old, overbuilt projects to get compliant.  A variance is granted to allow a
project to overcome special constraints that would keep them from using their site in ways
similar to other sites, or otherwise subject them to substantial hardships if they followed
current code, which is not the case here.  If the "finding" isn't clear, decision-makers might
think a variance is requested and granted when a developer simply wants to have more
square footage than allowable.    

Per my follow-up email of Mar 14, which I CC'd you on, I noted the "findings for the
variance" from the Nov 4, 2021 PTC staff report compares current GFA with proposed GFA
in the discussion about not being compliant with FAR standards.  That is not helpful data for
this purpose.  Can you ensure that all three sets of numbers appear in the
"findings" when it comes back for consideration in a couple of weeks?  Decision-makers
need to be able to "find" that the proposed GFA is requesting 47,300SF in excess of code. 

It is important that boards and commissions are aware that the allowable GFA is not "what's
there now", as they have been told is the case.  

Regarding your last two paragraphs, please provide further clarification.  18.04.030(65)(C)
refers to balconies and porches with partial coverage.  Would the underground pool
equipment area be open at the top?  Please explain.

Regarding the differences between the basement and the first floor square footages, do you
mean that people can build basements under their decks?  I think the basement rules
require being a part of a building, under the footprint, not an envelope.  Please clarify.

Thanks again for getting back to me.  I look forward to getting these follow-up answers.

Andie

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 3:06 PM Lait, Jonathan <Jonathan.Lait@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:

Hi Andie,



 

Thanks for your email and I apologize for the confusion surrounding this topic.

 

The Castilleja campus is currently, legally non-conforming for floor area. This means the
school has obtained the necessary approvals for the existing campus buildings but by today’s
zoning code, it exceeds the amount of gross floor permitted on the site. The campus today
has 138,345 square feet of gross floor area based on the zoning code definition, including
volumetric calculations, and as documented by a third party surveyor. This represents a floor
area ratio (FAR) of .51:1.

 

If the site were vacant and proposed for non-residential redevelopment, the maximum gross
floor area that would be permitted without a variance or other legislative or discretionary
approval, would be 81,379 square feet of gross floor area. This allowance is determined
using the formula in the zoning code that allows R1 zoned properties to count the first 5,000
square feet of lot area at a .45 FAR. The balance of the site (263,765 SF) is calculated at .30
FAR.

 

Castilleja seeks to remove a portion of its existing, previously permitted gross floor area and
replace with a new building. The project being considered by the ARB, PTC and City
Council has approximately 128,687 square feet of gross floor area resulting in a FAR factor
of .48:1. This represents a reduction in overall gross floor area, but still exceeds the
allowable gross floor area under today’s code.

 

The City’s zoning code provides that non-conforming floor area, once removed, cannot be
replaced. Accordingly, the applicant is seeking a variance application, as permitted in the
zoning code, to remove and replace existing non-conforming gross floor area. Our staff
report to the PTC will be released next week and will include updated draft variance
findings.

 

With regard to your other specific questions to Ed Shikada below, the pool equipment
structure is  50% or more open to the air and therefore is not included in gross floor area.
Municipal code section 18.04.065(C) defines gross floor area to mean total covered area and
the City has applied a 50% threshold, consistent with other guidance in the municipal code
for floor area inclusions and exclusions.

 

You also questioned the difference between the square footages shown on plans for the
basement and the first floor of the academic building. This discrepancy exists because the
square footage provided for the basement is the total square footage, while the square
footage provided for the first floor is gross floor area, as defined in our code. The first floor



includes several spaces, like uncovered porches and decks, that are excluded from gross
floor area, but are still part of the building envelope.

 

Lastly, you wanted to confirm the amount of floor area was being added to the basement
level of the campus, understanding this does not count as gross floor area. The existing
basement area is  41,406 square feet. The project proposes a finished basement floor area of
79,357 square feet. This represents an increase of 37,951 square feet to below grade floor
area, exempt from the gross floor area calculation.

 

I hope the above address your questions regarding gross floor area. I appreciate your
attention to each of the details as this is a complex project and we want to make sure we are
getting this right for the decision-makers to take a final action on this project.

 

As you know the ARB will consider some design modifications tomorrow. The PTC will
have a hearing on March 30th and will have the authority to adjust or modify wholly or in
part any of the variance findings.

Thanks, Andie.

 

 

 

JONATHAN LAIT

Director

Planning and Development Services

(650) 329-2679 | jonathan.lait@cityofpaloalto.org

www.cityofpaloalto.org

            

 

From: Andie Reed <andiezreed@gmail.com> 





Please answer the questions below.  We respectfully request a
response within the next week, as opposed to offering promises that this
will be addressed at some future time that never comes.

 

Questions:

 

1.   Analysis of the Dudek GFA study appears to show that the proposed
square footage being requested by Castilleja has increased to a FAR of
.479, since volumetrics would be included in any analysis of current
GFA.  Is that the case?  It appears that the allowed FAR for the site is
.303.  Is that the case?  Please translate that to how many square feet of
gross floor area is being requested over that allowed by code.  

  

2.   In our review of the most recent plans from May 17, 2021, pages
G.004 and G.005, it appears that additional Gross Floor Area
totaling 7,100SF is being proposed but not counted towards GFA (see
att'd GFA5-15-21plans). 

      a.   The pool equipment building at 4,300SF is underground but not
under a building nor a part of a building 

      b.   The lower level main building (LL1) is 2,800SF larger than the
first floor building (L1), therefore not fully under the building. 

      Would these two underground spaces be considered exempt from
GFA?  I discussed these pages of the plans with the planning director last
summer and have brought it up by email and written and oral
communications to the PTC, but have not received an explanation.  

 

3.   Although it doesn't add to GFA or FAR, it appears, by review of the
plans, that the underground square footage, not including the garage, is
proposed to increase from 41,000SF to 80,000SF.  Please confirm that
the school is proposing to increase its underground class space by
39,000SF.  

 

We appreciate that you will ensure straightforward, direct and correct
answers are provided, as our experience in this regard has been
discouraging.

 



Thank you,

Andie Reed

PNQL

 

--

Andie Reed CPA
Palo Alto, CA  94301

530-401-3809 

-- 
Andie Reed CPA
Palo Alto, CA  94301

 








